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考量買方風險接受態度的供應商選擇：結合效用
函數的簡單多屬性評比方法

Supplier Selection Considering Buyers’ Risk-Taking Behavior: A 
SMART-Based Approach Incorporating Utility Function

摘 要

供應組合策略能夠有效減少供應鏈中斷所造成的影響，而評估與選擇供應商是產生供
應組合的一個重要步驟。目前文獻中有關供應商選擇的方法大多僅考量與供應商相關
的屬性，忽略了買方採購人員之風險接受態度與外部市場需求改變的影響。針對這項
議題，本文提出結合效用函數於簡單多屬性評選方法的整合架構，考量買方之風險接
受態度，並且探討不同需求情境下之供應商選擇決策。此方法之目的在於協助決策者
評估供應商，並且選擇可以帶給買方最大效用的供應商。本研究將此方法應用於一家
大型半導體封裝與測試公司在不同市場需求情境下的供應商選擇問題，結果顯示本研
究提出的方法能夠協助廠商在不同的風險接受態度與市場需求情境下，決定最適當的
供應商。

【關鍵字】 供應商選擇、多準則決策、效用理論

Abstract

Supply portfolio is one of the strategies that can mitigate the impacts of supply disruptions. 
In making a supply portfolio, evaluating and selecting suppliers is a crucial step. Existing 
methods of supplier selection focus mainly on the attributes of suppliers, while the human 
effects of buyers and changes in external demand are seldom or never considered in the 
literature. To address these issues, this paper proposes the incorporation of the utility 
function in the simple multi-attribute rating technique to account for buyers’ risk-taking 
behavior and investigate supplier selection decisions under different scenarios of market 
demand. The proposed approach aims to help decision-makers evaluate their supplier options 
and select the suppliers that will give the maximum utility. As a case study, the proposed 
approach is applied to the supplier selection problem faced by a large semiconductor 
assembly and testing company under different demand scenarios. The results show that our 
approach is able to determine the most appropriate suppliers for the company for different 
risk-taking behavior and under different demand scenarios.
【Keywords】supplier selection, multi-criterion decision-making, utility theory
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1. Introduction
Over the last few decades, supply disruptions have become more prominent. Supply 

disruptions may be due to natural (e.g., earthquakes or hurricanes) or manmade (e.g., power 
breakouts or labor strikes) disasters (Sawik, 2013). These disruptions would significantly 
affect the operations of companies in a supply chain. For instance, the earthquake and 
tsunami that struck Japan on March 11, 2011, caused several manufacturers to be disrupted 
for a few weeks. Companies such as Nokia and Apple, were also affected because the 
suppliers of their chips are located in Japan. The flood, which hit Thailand in 2011, also 
caused a tremendous commotion in the hard-disk drive industry. To mitigate impacts of 
supply disruptions, companies try to shift to an agile and resilient supply chain by adopting 
various strategies (e.g., information sharing, supply portfolio and postponement) and making 
them part and parcel of their business continuity plans (Lu, Tsai, and Chen, 2012). 

Supply portfolio is one of the methods for achieving agile and resilient supply chains in 
response to supply disruptions. HP, for instance, used this method to reduce its supply risks 
(Billington, 2002). A key for making a successful supply portfolio is effective evaluation and 
selection of suppliers, and various methods have been proposed in the literature in this 
regard. Traditional ways of evaluating and selecting suppliers considered mainly cost/price 
of products. As companies realized that cost/price should not be the only attribute to be 
considered, other attributes such as quality, management, manufacturing capability, 
reliability and attitude, were also taken into account during supplier selection (Cheraghi, 
Dadashzadeh, and Subramanian, 2004). 

This paper presents an approach that integrates the simple multi-attribute rating 
technique (SMART) (Edwards, 1977; Olson and Wu, 2010) with the utility theory (Keeney 
and Raiffa, 1993) for ranking effectively a set of suppliers. As indicated in the references 
(e.g., Barla, 2003; Edwards, 1977; Huang and Keskar, 2007; Olson and Wu, 2010), SMART 
considers simultaneously multiple attributes of each alternative in an integrated framework 
and provides one of the easiest tools for multi-criterion (or multi-attribute) decision-making 
(MCDM). Although other MCDM methods, such as data envelopment analysis (DEA), 
mathematical (multi-objective) programming, analytical hierarchy process (AHP) and 
analytical network process (ANP), have also been employed to deal with the supplier 
selection problem, these approaches are generally more complex and require more 
computational efforts than SMART. Industrial experiences have shown that procurement 
managers may prefer simple but effective approaches for selecting their suppliers (e.g., 
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Barla, 2003; Huang and Keskar, 2007). Thus, SMART should be deemed an appropriate 
approach for supplier evaluation and selection in practice. Surprisingly, according to the 
literature review of Ho, Xu, and Dey (2010), in spite of the advantages of SMART, very few 
(or merely 2.5%) of the previous works in supplier selection adopted SMART. 

Our proposed approach was also motivated by the recent trend of accounting for human 
effects when modeling the process of supplier selection (Chai, Liu, and Ngai, 2013). 
Scholars are becoming aware of the importance of human preference information (e.g., 
decision makers, domain experts, managers, and stakeholders); thus, they attempt to employ 
multifarious techniques to depict supplier selection processes (e.g., Rieger, Wang, and Hens, 
2014). For instance, preference relation is expected to become a popular tool for supplier 
selection problems (Chai and Ngai, 2014). Meanwhile, scholars have started to explore 
theoretical modeling beyond onefold, while exhibiting more concern with diverse 
organizational or individual perspectives such as company strategies, stakeholder influence, 
enterprise resource planning, and policy environments (Chai et al., 2013). 

In this research, we attempt to explore the human effect of buyers’ risk-taking behavior 
on their supplier selection decisions. This effect may be recognized in practice but has never 
been addressed in the literature of purchasing and supply management (Ho et al., 2010; 
Hoffmann, Schiele, and Krabbendam, 2013). Moreover, the effect of buyers’ risk-taking 
behavior on their supplier selection decisions may be particularly impactful under different 
scenarios of market demand, because in practice procurement managers with distinct risk-
taking behaviors tend to use different suppliers when market demand forecasts vary. 
Nevertheless, most, if not all, of the previous works on supplier selection have not 
considered different (external) market demand scenarios; suppliers’ attributes are the focus 
(Chai et al., 2013; Ho et al., 2010). To close the gap between the practical considerations 
(i.e., buyers’ risk-taking behavior and changes in market demand) and theoretical 
development in the supplier selection problem, this research proposes the incorporation of 
the utility function in the SMART and investigates supplier selection under different 
scenarios of market demand. 

Given a set of attributes and risk-taking behavior of a buyer (manufacturer), this 
approach will facilitate buyer’s supplier evaluation and selection in making supply 
portfolios. The proposed method considers that each decision-maker (buyer) has his or her 
own preference and risk-taking behavior which will affect supplier selection. Using SMART 
can reflect the preference of a buyer through the attributes provided, each of which may 
consist of several criteria. Additionally, this research uses the utility theory to incorporate the 
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buyer’s risk-taking behavior into the process of supplier evaluation and selection. Utility can 
be defined as preference of the buyer to the alternatives (suppliers) under uncertainty. 
Therefore, by computing utilities of suppliers, the proposed approach can provide a more 
realistic and reliable supply portfolio to the buyer.

This research applies the proposed approach to the supplier selection of a large 
semiconductor assembly and testing company (the buyer) in Taiwan, and compares the 
results with the company’s current practice. To provide a more comprehensive analysis, three 
different scenarios of market demand are considered when performing the approach. The 
purpose is to examine whether or not the buyer’s selection of suppliers changes with market 
demand (demand increases, decreases or remains unchanged). The major contributions of 
this paper to the literature are as follows: incorporating the buyer’s risk-taking behavior in 
supplier evaluation, selection to make a supply portfolio, investigating supplier evaluation, 
and selection under different scenarios of market demand.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the literature 
review. Section 3 presents the methodology of this research. Section 4 describes the case 
study. Concluding remarks are included in Section 5.

2. Literature Review
Various multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) approaches have been adopted to 

address the supplier evaluation and selection problem. According to the survey conducted by 
Ho et al. (2010), data envelopment analysis (DEA) is the most popular methods in supplier 
evaluation and selection, followed by mathematical programming, analytic hierarchy process 
(AHP), analytic network process (ANP) and simple multi-attribute rating technique 
(SMART).

2.1 Data Envelopment Analysis
DEA is a well-established performance evaluation approach in operations research and 

has been extensively applied in the performance assessment and benchmarking of schools, 
hospitals, bank branches, production plants, nations, etc. (e.g., Charnes, 1994; Cooper, 
Seiford, and Tone, 2007; Lu and Yu, 2012; Lu and Wu, 2014). As a non-parametric approach 
developed using linear programming (LP) methodology, DEA is employed to measure 
empirically the production efficiency of multiple decision-making units (DMUs) when the 
production process presents a structure of multiple inputs and outputs. The feature of 
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handling the multiple inputs and outputs of DMUs makes DEA an attractive alternative for 
evaluating the performance of different suppliers. One of the early works that used DEA to 
measure the efficiencies of alternative suppliers is the study of Braglia and Petroni (2000), 
which demonstrated an application of the method using actual data obtained from a firm 
operating in the bottling industry. Their study also showed that DEA is capable of handling 
multiple conflicting attributes inherent in supplier selection while simultaneously trading-off 
key selection criteria. Liu, Ding, and Lall (2000) presented a DEA model that aims at 
selecting a supplier with greater diversity so that the number of suppliers can be reduced. 
Narasimhan, Talluri, and Mendez (2001) adopted DEA to evaluate suppliers for a multi-
national corporation in the telecommunications industry. The method proposed by Garfamy 
(2006) for measuring the overall performances of suppliers is developed from the concept of 
ownership total cost, whereas Ross, Buffa, Dröge, and Carrington (2006) used DEA to 
evaluate suppliers with respect to attributes of both buyers and suppliers. Talluri, 
Narasimhan, and Nair (2006) presented a chance-constrained DEA approach to evaluate the 
performance of suppliers in the presence of stochastic performance measures. Saen (2007) 
proposed using an imprecise DEA to evaluate suppliers in the presence of both quantitative 
and qualitative data.

Using DEA to evaluate and select suppliers involves several issues. First, the efficiency 
of suppliers has to be defined. Different definitions of supplier efficiency were considered in 
the literature, such as simple production efficiency, comparative efficiency and super 
efficiency (Narasimhan et al., 2001). To avoid selecting a sub-optimal or false-positive 
supplier, cross-efficiency index may also be used (e.g., Braglia and Petroni, 2000; Forker and 
Mendez, 2001). Second, the decision-makers must specify multiple input and output criteria. 
Distinct sets of input and output criteria were considered in previous studies on supplier 
selection. Third, some DEA models require assumptions that may not hold in practice. For 
instance, the CCR model, proposed by Charnes, Cooper, and Rhodes (1978), was developed 
with the assumption of constant returns-to-scale, but this assumption can hardly be satisfied 
in practical applications.

2.2 Mathematical Programming
Previous research formulated the supplier selection problem using various types of 

mathematical programming models, such as LP, mixed integer LP, mixed integer non-linear 
programming, goal programming, and multi-objective programming. Talluri and Narasimhan 
(2005) proposed a LP model for evaluating and selecting potential suppliers with respect to 
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the strengths of existing suppliers. Ng (2008) presented a weighted LP model for the supplier 
selection problem and its objective is to maximize the supplier score. Hong, Park, Jang, and 
Rho (2005) developed a mixed integer LP model for the supplier selection problem. The 
model determines the optimal number of suppliers and the optimal order quantity so as to 
maximize the revenue. A mixed integer non-linear programming model for the multi-
criterion sourcing problem was formulated by Ghodsypour and O’Brien (2001). The model 
determines the optimal allocation of products to suppliers so as to minimize the total 
purchasing cost. Karpak, Kumcu, and Kasuganti (2001) developed a goal programming 
model for the supplier selection problem. The three goals considered in their model are cost, 
quality, and delivery reliability. The model determines the optimal order quantity while 
satisfying buyer’s demand and supplier’s capacity constraints. Narasimhan, Talluri, and 
Mahapatra (2006) proposed a multi-objective programming model for selecting the optimal 
suppliers and for determining the optimal order quantity. Wadhwa and Ravindran (2007) 
formulated the supplier selection problem as a multi-objective programming model that has 
three objectives: price, lead time, and rejects. 

Although mathematical programming provides rich modeling capabilities for the 
supplier selection problem, solving complex integer and nonlinear programs to obtain exact 
solutions generally requires extensive computational efforts and one may need to rely on 
state-of-the-art algorithms to efficiently solve practical instances. Moreover, some 
mathematical models for the supplier selection problem involve the decision-makers in 
determining the relative importance weightings of criteria in advance (e.g., Narasimhan et 
al., 2006; Ng, 2008). 

2.3 Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and Analytic Network Process (ANP)
AHP, developed by Saaty (Saaty, 1980), is a prominent tool for MCDM. The decision-

maker is asked to give his/her judgment on the relative priority of one attribute (or criterion) 
versus another (i.e., pairwise comparison). The subjective judgments are quantified in a 
logical manner and used as the basis for reaching a decision. Its core determines the relative 
weights of attributes for ranking the decision alternatives (Saaty, 2008). 

There are a number of AHP applications for the supplier selection problem. Akarte, 
Surendra, Ravi, and Rangaraj (2001) developed a web-based AHP system for evaluating the 
casting suppliers with respect to 18 criteria. Muralidharan, Anantharaman, and Deshmukh 
(2002) presented an AHP-based model for rating and selecting suppliers with respect to nine 
criteria. Chan (2003) proposed an interactive selection model with AHP to aid decision-
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makers in selecting suppliers. This model incorporates a chain-of-interaction method for 
determining the weight of attributes without subjective human judgment. The other AHP-
based decision-making approaches for the supplier selection problem can be found in Chan, 
Chan, Ip, and Lau (2007) and Kuo, Lee, and Hu (2010).

Although the AHP is both technically valid and practically useful, it is not without 
criticisms (e.g., Chan and Kumar, 2007; Wu and Barnes, 2011). For instance, AHP does not 
consider the interaction of different attributes or risk and uncertainty of alternatives, and 
assumes that the relative importance of attributes is known with certainty. Moreover, the 
number of comparison tables can become very large if one uses a lot of comparison 
attributes. This can lead to a tendency to exclude valid comparison attributes in order to keep 
the number of calculations manageable. 

The analytic network process (ANP) is a generalization of the AHP used in MCDM 
(Saaty, 1996). AHP structures a decision problem into a hierarchy with a goal, decision 
criteria, and alternatives, while the ANP structures it as a network. Both use a system of 
pairwise comparisons to measure the weights of the components of the structure, and finally 
to rank the alternatives in the decision. AHP assumes that in the hierarchy, the decision 
criteria are independent of each other; and the alternatives are independent of the decision 
criteria and of each other. However, in many real-world cases, there is interdependence 
among the items and the alternatives. ANP does not require independence among elements, 
so it can be used as an effective tool in these cases (Saaty, 2005). 

Several previous works employed ANP to deal with the supplier selection problem. 
Sarkis and Talluri (2002) considered the internal interdependence among supplier-evaluating 
factors and used ANP to evaluate and select the best supplier with respect to organization 
factors and strategic performance metrics. Taking into account the interrelationships between 
evaluating criteria in the selection process, Bayazit (2006) and Gencer and Gürpinar (2007) 
also utilized ANP to tackle the supplier selection problem. 

2.4 Simple Multi-Attribute Rating Technique (SMART)
SMART allows direct entry of relative weight for each attribute/criterion through rates, 

in the natural scales of the attribute. The weights of attributes can be assigned by decision-
makers (experts’ weights) or determined by different rules, such as Rank Order Centroid 
(ROC) weights (Barron and Barrett, 1996). In order to convert different scales of criteria into 
a common internal scale, SMART adopts a value function. The simplest choice of the value 
function is a linear function, and in most cases, this is sufficient. However, to better capture 
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human psychology in decision-making, it is often advantageous to use non-linear functions. 
The utility theory offers a deep and complex literature for choosing value functions (Von 
Winterfeldt and Edwards, 1986; Edwards, 1977). The advantage of SMART is that the 
decision model is independent of the alternatives, so changing the number of alternatives 
under consideration will not in itself change the decision scores of the original alternatives. 
Moreover, SMART is one of the easiest tools for comparing multi-attribute decisions, as it 
can be easily implemented using a spreadsheet (Olson and Wu, 2010).

When SMART is employed to deal with the supplier selection problem, it analyzes 
suppliers’ capability to meet the needs of the company and compares several suppliers and 
evaluates them accordingly (Barla, 2003). Barla (2003) demonstrated the effectiveness (and 
simplicity) of the SMART through an empirical case study in the glass industry; this 
approach successfully identified the best suppliers (or subcontractors) for the case company. 
Huang and Keskar (2007) showed that the SMART is more efficient than the AHP and at 
least as effective as the AHP for the supplier selection problem. The SMART and its variants 
have been applied not only in the supplier selection problem, but also in many other areas, 
including e-commerce (Huang, 2011), construction management (Chen, Okudan, and Riley, 
2010), computer communication (Yang and Tseng, 2013), energy management (Wang, Jing, 
Zhang, and Zhao, 2009), and supply chain management (Yang, Wen, and Wang, 2011). All of 
the literature indicates that the SMART is a simple yet effective MCDM method. 

3. Methodology
3.1 Attributes

Table 1 lists the attributes and criteria compiled from the literature of supplier selection 
in Barla (2003), Coyle, Langley, Novack, and Gibson (2013), Ho et al. (2010), and Sanayei, 
Farid Mousavi, Abdi, and Mohaghar (2008). These attributes and criteria are the most widely 
considered in the relevant literature and hence, represent a comprehensive list of factors that 
need to be taken into account in supplier evaluation and selection. All the attributes and 
criteria are included in the questionnaire of the present case study.
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Table 1 Attributes and Criteria for Supplier Selection and Evaluation
Attribute Criteria Definition

Quality

Quality performance Order fulfillment, damage-free orders

Certifications ISO or MBNQA

Quality control Employee training, production scheduling

Reliability

Delivery Cycle time, on-time delivery

Service Keeping delivery promise, warranty

Flexibility
Agility to replace sources, order increase/decrease 
flexibility

Business Years in the business, performance history

Price/Cost
Total cost of ownership

Unit price, transportation price, inventory costs, service 
level tradeoff

Payment terms Payment schedule, credit letter, mode of payment

Manufacturing 
Capability

Capacity Total monthly capacity

Technology New technology, use of technology in operations

Research and development Design capability, capacity to develop new products

Infrastructure
Management commitment Long-range planning, contingency plan

Financial stability Liquidity ratios, activity turnovers, interest coverage

Attitude Relationship
Years of working together, exclusive capacity, level of 
comfort

Quality is one of the considered attributes when selecting and evaluating suppliers. 
Coyle et al. (2013) defined quality as the specification a user desires in a product. Quality is 
taken as the degree of customer’s satisfaction with the product’s characteristics and feature 
(Cheraghi et al., 2004). Barla (2003) rated quality in terms of quality performance, 
certifications and quality control. Reliability is one of the most commonly used criteria in the 
Total Quality Management approach. Reliability covers the on-time delivery amidst long 
distance, spanning from ordering to packaging to delivery (Coyle et al., 2013; Sanayei et al., 
2008). Reliability also includes business history which can be evaluated through the years 
the supplier in the business and its performance history.

Price/cost was the only attribute considered by the buyer in evaluating and selecting 
suppliers (Wu and Barnes, 2011). In recent years, this attribute does not only mean the unit 
price of a produce, but the price or cost of the entire purchasing process (Li and Zabinsky, 
2011). Moreover, payment terms which indicate the schedule and mode of payments 
(Sanayei et al., 2008) are also included in this attribute. Manufacturing capability can be 
defined as the capabilities of the suppliers, including the supplier’s capacity, technologies 
used as well as research and development (Cheraghi et al., 2004; Coyle et al., 2013).
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Infrastructure includes management, financial stability, and reputation of the supplier. 
Infrastructure management involves suppliers’ commitment to improve as well as its ability 
and performances. Moreover, suppliers should have long-range planning and contingency 
plans in case of disruptions. Financial stability considers if the suppliers have good credit 
and if they are financially healthy (they can meet their debt and financial obligations). 
Financial stability can be quantified by evaluating suppliers’ liquidity ratios, turnovers and 
interest coverage. Unstable suppliers create a risk of possible disruptions in the long run 
which cause problems in the supply flow (Coyle et al., 2013). Attitude refers to the 
relationship between the supplier and its customers (Coyle et al., 2013). This can be 
quantified in the years of working together and comfort level (Barla, 2003).

3.2 SMART
SMART is one of the commonly used methods in multi-attribute decision-making 

because of its simplicity. Edwards (1977) and Olson and Wu (2010) described the steps of 
SMART as follows. First, one should identify the decision-maker and determine the possible 
alternatives. Then, the attributes and their criteria of interest to the decision-maker are 
defined. Finally, the dimensions or attributes are ranked according to their (relative) 
importance. The importance of attributes can be represented by their weights. In this 
research, two types of weights are used: experts’ weight and Rank Order Centroid (ROC) 
weight. In ROC, the dimensions are ranked in order of importance before giving them 
weights. Equation (1) shows the formula for calculating Rank Order Centroid (ROC) weights 
proposed by Barron and Barrett (1996).

 (1)

where Wi is the weight of criteria/attribute i, and K is the number of criteria. According 
to their empirical results, the ROC weights are close to experts’ weights. Thus, when experts’ 
weights are not available, the ROC weights may be used as substitutes. After getting the 
weights, the next step is to sum and normalize the weights. Then, each alternative is 
measured according to the given attributes/criteria. When all attributes are measured, the 
utility of each alternative is calculated as follows:

 (2)
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where Uj is the utility of alternative j, wi is the weight of criteria i, and uij is the 
measurement of alternative j in criterion i. Equation (2) is the standard formula for 
computing the utility of an alternative (Keeney and Raiffa, 1993). After calculating the utility 
of each alternative, the decision-maker decides which one is the best.

3.3 Utility Theory and Risk-Taking Behavior
The utility theory was developed according to the preference of the decision-maker 

under risk. Utility describes the attitude of the decision-maker towards risk by translating its 
satisfaction into a utility value (Keeney and Raiffa, 1993). Utility is very subjective since it 
varies with the attitude on accepting risks. Everyone has different risk-taking behaviors, so 
individuals exhibit various utilities regarding risk (Taha, 2007). Classically, the following 
three types of risk-taking behavior are considered in the literature. 

Risk Averse
Risk-averse decision-makers are those decision-makers who have higher sensitivity to 

loss than to profit (Taha, 2007). They prefer the utility where the rate of return exceeds the 
risk-free rate. If no option exists, then risk-averse decision-makers will choose risk-free 
options. The shape of the utility function of a risk-averse decision-maker is concave.

Risk Neutral
Risk-neutral decision-makers ignore risk when making decisions, suggesting that yield 

is equal to the change in utility. They will choose alternatives that provide a maximum return 
without considering the risk involved. The utility function for a risk-neutral decision-maker 
is linear (Taha, 2007).

Risk Seeking
Risk-seeking decision-makers have a higher sensitivity to profit than to loss. Risk-

seeking decision-makers are more likely to invest in those options involving a higher risk. 
The shape of the utility function is convex (Taha, 2007).

3.4 Utility Function
There are many functions used in determining the utility. In one-dimensional utility, if 

an attribute represents benefit, the utility function may be specified as follows (Keeney and 
Raiffa, 1993):

 (3)
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where ui is the utility function for criteria i, Xij is the score of criterion i for alternative j, 
bi is the best possible value while ci is the worst possible value of criterion i, and ri is the risk 
aversion factor such that the decision-maker is risk-averse if 0 < ri < 1, risk-neutral if ri = 1, 
and risk-seeking if ri > 1. On the other hand, in terms of cost-related attributes, the utility 
function can be defined as follows (Keeney and Raiffa, 1993):

 (4)

4. Case Study
Company AS is a semiconductor manufacturing company that focuses on assembly and 

testing services; that is, company AS is in the upstream of the supply chain. In order to make 
its supply chain more agile and resilient, Company AS developed an Intergraded Business 
and Logistics Hub (IBLH) in 2008. The business hub focuses on information sharing while 
the logistics hub is for inventory and distribution management (Lu, Tsai, Chen, and Lee, 
2013).

Company AS has hundreds of suppliers. This case study focuses on a main product S of 
the company, which has four suppliers, one of which is the major supplier. Even after the 
earthquake that hit the northeast of Japan on March 11, 2011, Company AS still uses the 
main supplier with the others as backup suppliers for product S. In this case study, the 
proposed method was employed to evaluate and rank the four suppliers of product S.

In order to gather data, a series of surveys were conducted on 10 procurement managers 
(experts) of company AS. Three questionnaires were designed to collect the following data: 
the weight of each attribute, the importance of each criterion, the weights of the important 
criteria, and the measurements of each alternative on the selected criteria.

Questionnaire 1 aimed to obtain the weight of each attribute and the importance of each 
criterion with each attribute. In determining the weight for each attribute, the 10 experts were 
asked to rate each attribute from the scale of 1-10, with 1 being the lowest and 10 being the 
highest. Then, the experts were asked which criteria are important under different scenarios. 
This research addresses the supplier selection problem considering buyers’ risk-taking 
behaviors and investigates their supplier selection decisions under different demand 
(forecast) scenarios. Procurement managers tend to use different suppliers when market 
demand forecasts vary. While there may exist many possible demand scenarios, these 
scenarios can basically be categorized into three types: (i) market demand remains stable (or 
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unchanged), (ii) market demand is (or will be) increasing and (iii) market demand is (or will 
be) decreasing. Thus, for the sake of simplicity, this investigation focused mainly on these 
three scenarios. If more than half of the 10 experts considered a criterion important, that 
criterion will be selected in this research. 

Questionnaire 2 served to determine the weight of each criterion. To determine the 
weights, the same 10 experts were asked to rate each important criterion with the scale of 
1-10, with 1 being the least important and 10 being the most important. Questionnaire 3 was 
about the measurement of each criterion for each supplier, and was given to the experts with 
knowledge of the suppliers. 

In order to take into account the risk-taking behaviors of the company, the risk was 
incorporated in the utility function. Specifically, Equations (3) and (4) were employed to 
compute the utility of each criterion. The parameter of risk aversion r = 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 
1.5, and 2.0, representing different risk-taking behaviors. Note that the decision-maker is 
risk-averse if 0 < r < 1, risk-neutral if r = 1, and risk-seeking if r > 1.

4.1 Survey Results
Table 2 shows the rank of the attributes according to their importance (i.e., average rates 

of 10 experts). As can be seen, quality got the highest rate with an average of 8.90, closely 
followed by cost/price, with a rate of 8.80. Hence, quality is the most important attribute 
when looking for a supplier and that the cost/price of the raw material is almost as important 
as quality. Infrastructure, however, got the lowest rate with an average rate of 6.30.

Table 2 Ranks of Attributes with Average Rates
Rank Attributes Average rates

1 Quality 8.90

2 Cost/Price 8.80

3 Capability 7.70

4 Reliability 7.40

5 Attitude 6.60

6 Infrastructure 6.30

Table 3 shows the criteria considered important by the 10 experts under the three 
different scenarios. Criteria such as orders are fulfilled, providing damage orders, unit price, 
monthly capacity were all selected in the three scenarios. On the other hand, attitude was not 
considered important when market demand is increasing, shrinking or stable.
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Table 3 Criteria Considered Important under the Three Scenarios
Scenario/Criteria Scenario i Scenario ii Scenario iii

I. Quality

A1. Orders are fulfilled x x x

A2. Provide damage-free orders x x x

B1. Supplier has quality certification x x

C1. Employee training

C2. Production scheduling x x x

II. Reliability

A1. Cycle time x x x

A2. On-time delivery x x x

B1. Keeping delivery promise x x

B2. Warranty

C2. Order flexibility x x x

D2. Performance history x

III. Price/Cost

A1. Unit price x x x

A2. Transportation cost

A3. Inventory cost x

B1. Payment schedule x

B2. Method of payment x

IV. Manufacturing Capability

A1. Total monthly capacity x x x

C1. Design capability

V. Infrastructure

A1. Long-range planning x x

A2. Contingency plan x x

B2b. Inventory turnover x

VI. Attitude

A1. Years of working together x

A3. Level of comfort x

4.2 SMART Results under Different Demand Scenarios
This subsection presents the supplier selection results obtained by the proposed method 

for risk-neutral managers under different market scenarios. The results are summarized in 
Table 4. As seen in the three scenarios, the SMART results of using experts’ weights and 
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using ROC weights are consistent, implying that if there is a lack of experts that can provide 
the weights of attributes, using ROC weights can still generate the same or similar results.

When market demand is stable (Scenario i), the result shows that it is better for 
company AS to choose supplier A in both types of weights (i.e., experts’ and ROC weights). 
In case of disruption, supplier B can be the backup supplier in line. Under the scenario when 
market demand is growing (Scenario ii), it is more suitable for company AS to choose 
supplier A. For both types of weights, supplier A gives the highest utility. Supplier B is the 
second choice after supplier A. However, when market is shrinking (Scenario iii), the result 
shows that it is better for company AS to select supplier B. For both types of weights, 
supplier B is the preferred one. One main reason why supplier B becomes the better supplier 
when market demand is shrinking is the consideration of inventory cost. When market 
demand is stable and increasing, inventory cost is not considered important; however, when 
market demand is shrinking, the company deems inventory cost more important. Thus, albeit 
A is better than or equal to B in most of the attributes and criteria, the weight given to the 
inventory cost is large enough to overturn the decision of selecting supplier A.

Table 4 SMART Results under Different Scenarios
Alternative    
/Scenario

Experts’ Weights ROC Weights

A B C D A B C D

Scenario i 0.9249 0.918 0.8209 0.7603 0.9404 0.9221 0.8699 0.8038

Scenario ii 0.9225 0.8732 0.8167 0.6541 0.9263 0.9132 0.8421 0.7502

Scenario iii 0.8904 0.9153 0.8092 0.7407 0.8895 0.9219 0.8659 0.7895

4.3 SMART Results for Different Risk-Taking Behaviors
This subsection presents the supplier selection results obtained by the proposed method 

for different risk-taking behaviors under different market scenarios. Figure 1 shows the 
utilities of suppliers for different risk-taking behaviors under market demand Scenario i 
(when market demand remains stable). As can be seen, when market demand is stable, most 
of the buyers (risk-neutral, risk-seeking, or risk-averse) would select supplier A, while very 
conservative buyers (risk aversion factor r < 0.5) would choose supplier B. 
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Figure 2 depicts the utilities of suppliers for different risk-taking behaviors under 
Scenario ii (market demand is increasing). As can be seen, when market demand is growing, 
most of the buyers (risk-neutral, risk-seeking, or risk-averse) would select supplier A, while 
very conservative buyers (risk aversion factor r < 0.25) would still choose supplier B. 
Compared with the results shown in Figure 1 for Scenario i, those seen in Figure 2 for 
Scenario ii reveal increasing difference in utility between supplier A and supplier B when r 
increases. In this case study, supplier A has larger manufacture capacity and order flexibility 
than supplier B. The result indicates that when market demand is (or expected to be) 
increasing, risk-seeking buyers (manufacturers) may be more inclined to enlarge their 
forecasts and use suppliers with larger capacities and/or flexibilities, whereas risk-averse and 
risk-neutral buyers may or may not be willing to adjust their forecasts and change suppliers.
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Figure 1 Utilities of Suppliers When Market Demand Remains Stable
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Figure 3 depicts the utilities of suppliers for different risk-taking behaviors under 
Scenario iii (market demand is decreasing). As can be seen, when market demand is 
decreasing, risk-neutral and risk-averse buyers would select supplier B, while risk-seeking 
buyers (risk aversion factor r > 1.25) would choose supplier A. Compared with the results 
shown in Figure 1 for Scenario i, those shown in Figure 3 for Scenario ii reveal decreasing 
difference in utility between supplier A and supplier B. In this case study, the inventory cost 
of supplier B is smaller than that of supplier A. The results shown in Figure 3 indicate that 
when market demand is decreasing, risk-averse buyers may lower their forecasts and select 
suppliers with lower inventory costs (to avoid further losses), whereas risk-seeking and risk-
neutral buyers may or may not switch suppliers.
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4.4 Comparison with Current Practice
Currently, company AS uses supplier A as its main supplier for product S, whereas 

suppliers B and C are used interchangeably in case supplier A cannot perform its obligation. 
Supplier D is considered as minor backup supplier by company AS for product S. 

This research adopted utility values to evaluate and rank the four suppliers. The results 
show that in most of the scenarios, supplier A is the best option as a supplier followed by 
supplier B; and supplier A meets all the requirements of the manufacturer. However, when 
market demand is shrinking, using supplier B is less risky. This is because of the larger 
weight given to inventory cost, as discussed in Section 4.2. Suppliers C and D, on the other 
hand, are taken as backup suppliers in case suppliers A and B cannot perform their 
operations but their ranks depend on the risk of the buyer (company AS) is willing to take. 

5. Concluding Remarks
In the business world today, companies need to shift to a more agile and resilient supply 

chain to mitigate the impacts of supply disruptions. One way of achieving this is to apply 
supply portfolios, which involves evaluating suppliers and selecting the best suppliers that 
would give companies an idea where to source their products. There are various methods 
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available in the literature for supplier evaluation and selection. In this research, SMART was 
combined with the utility theory to take into account buyers’ risk-taking behaviors. Two 
different types of weights: experts’ weights and ROC weights were also considered and 
compared. Moreover, the presented case study examined the supplier selection method in 
three different scenarios: market demand is increasing, decreasing, and remains stable.

Most, if not all, of the previous works on supplier selection did not consider different 
(external) market demand scenarios; suppliers’ attributes are their only concern. In the 
presented case study, when applying the proposed method, supplier A is the best choice when 
market demand is increasing and remains stable, while supplier B is the best when market 
demand is shrinking. The results show that when market demand is (or expected to be) 
increasing, risk-seeking buyers (manufacturers) may be more inclined to enlarge their 
forecasts and use suppliers with larger capacities and/or flexibilities, whereas risk-averse and 
risk-neutral buyers may or may not be willing to adjust their forecasts and change suppliers. 
On the other hand, when market demand is decreasing, risk-averse buyers may reduce their 
forecasts and select suppliers with lower inventory costs (to avoid further losses), whereas 
risk-seeking and risk-neutral buyers may or may not switch suppliers. Such difference 
highlights the importance of incorporating buyers’ risk-taking behaviors and of considering 
market demand in the supplier selection problem.

This research proposed an approach which combines SMART with the utility theory for 
supplier selection. It will be interesting to compare the proposed approach with other 
methods developed in the literature, such as DEA. Note that our approach features the 
incorporation of the utility function in the SMART to consider buyers’ risk-taking behavior 
in supplier selection, whereas it may not be straightforward for those existing methods to 
account for buyers’ risk-taking behavior. For instance, the incorporation of buyers’ risk-
taking behavior in DEA models may lead to nonlinear models that are difficult to solve; the 
AHP method allows experts (or buyers) to determine the relative importance between 
different attributes but cannot reflect buyers’ risk-taking behavior. In other words, significant 
modifications would have to be made for those existing methods to address buyers’ risk-
taking behavior, which is not a trivial task to our current study. Moreover, other approaches, 
such as swing weights, AHP and ANP, can also be employed to determine the weights of 
attributes and criteria, instead of experts’ and ROC weights used in this research. In this 
study, the survey results are obtained from the internal experts of the case-study company. It 
will be interesting if opinions from external experts can also be solicited and analyzed, which 
may provide more general results with the attributes considered in this study. 
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